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GENEVA: Switzerland seemed on course yesterday
to reject proposals to make it the first European coun-
try to ban synthetic pesticides following a campaign
that saw the idyllic image of peaceful Swiss Alpine
pastures ruptured by fiery debates.

Polling stations closed at midday (1000 GMT) and
market researchers GFS Bern projected that 61 per-
cent of voters had followed the government’s advice
and said no to the publically-proposed initiatives.

Meanwhile GFS Bern said 61 percent also seem set to
have approved a COVID-19 law that would extend
government powers to fight the pandemic and mitigate
its consequences on society and the economy.

The pollsters predicted that 57 percent had
approved controversial sweeping new police powers
to combat terrorism, despite warnings from the United
Nations and Amnesty International.

The results are expected to be known by the end of
day. No major country has so far banned man-made
pesticides. Bhutan announced in 2012 that it wanted to

become the first nation in the world to turn its home-
grown food and farmers 100 percent organic.

Switzerland’s national vote on two anti-pesticide
proposals was the culmination of a campaign marked
by heated arguments between farmers. The campaign
boiled over in the western Vaud region when arsonists
torched a trailer in a field displaying banners calling
for a “No” vote, triggering fury.

Meanwhile farmers in the “Yes” campaign say they

have been the victims of insults, threats and intimida-
tion. The first popular initiative, entitled “For a
Switzerland free from synthetic pesticides”, called for
a domestic ban within 10 years, and the outlawing of
imported foodstuffs produced using such pesticides.
Under the second initiative, “For clean drinking water
and healthy food”, only farms that do not use pesti-
cides and use antibiotics only to treat sick animals
would be eligible for government subsidies.

The amount of liquid manure being used on fields,
and thereby potentially entering the water system,

would also be limited. Environmentalists and the politi-
cal left backed both initiatives.

The Swiss government called for a double “No”
vote, arguing that the proposals would undermine
national food sovereignty.

Anti-terror laws backed 
Under Switzerland’s direct democracy system, ref-

erendums and popular votes occur every few months
at national, regional and local levels. Any idea from the
public can be put to a national vote as long as it gath-
ers 100,000 signatures from the 8.6 million popula-
tion. Meanwhile, 50,000 signatures are needed to
trigger a referendum on new laws agreed by parlia-
ment. The new anti-terror laws saw the UN and
Amnesty warning that the extended police powers to
prevent future attacks threatened Switzerland’s her-
itage as a human rights leader.

The laws allow the police to take preventative
action more easily when faced with a “potential terror-
ist”. If police believe that someone over the age of 12 is
contemplating violent actions, the law allows them to
conduct greater surveillance, limit their movements
and oblige them to face questioning. And with a court
order, they can also place anyone over the age of 15
under house arrest for up to nine months.

The country has so far been spared the large-scale
attacks seen in its European neighbors, but the author-
ities nonetheless insist the threat level is high.

COVID and CO2 
The referendum on COVID-19 laws seems set to

pass comfortably. Any emergency measures intro-
duced by the government-as with its moves to combat
the pandemic-are time-limited and therefore need
firming up if they are to continue.

The COVID laws also regulate financial aid granted
to individuals and businesses, including compensation
for loss of income, and support for cultural organiza-
tions. Environmental protection was also at stake in a
referendum on new carbon dioxide laws. GFS Bern
predicted the outcome was too close to call within the
margin of error.

The law would use tax policy to cut greenhouse gas
emissions by 50 percent of 1990 levels by 2030 —
including financial incentives to install charging points
for electric vehicles and to market vehicles that con-
sume less fuel. It would also increase the tax on fuel oil
and natural gas, as well as introduce a tax on outbound
flight tickets. Opponents say the measures would be
expensive and mainly affect people on low and middle
incomes. —AFP
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BASEL: People queue at a ballot station yesterday in Basel as Switzerland votes a series of hot topics: anti-terror meas-
ures, COVID-19 laws and proposals to protect the environment through banning synthetic pesticides. — AFP

Drought-hit Jordan 
to build Red Sea 
desalination plant
AMMAN: Jordan said yesterday it plans to
build a Red Sea desalination plant operating
within five years, to provide the mostly-desert
and drought-hit kingdom with critical drinking
water. The cost of the project is estimated at
“around $1 billion”, ministry of water and irri-
gation spokesman Omar Salameh said, adding
that the plant would be built in the Gulf of
Aqaba, in southern Jordan.

The plant is expected to produce 250-300
million cubic meters of potable water per year,
and should be ready for operation in 2025 or
2026, Salameh said. “It will cover the need for
drinking water (in Jordan) for the next two
centuries,” he said, adding that the desalinated
water would be piped from Aqaba on the Red
Sea to the rest of the country.

Jordan is one of the world’s most water-
deficient countries and experts say the coun-
try, home to 10 million people, is now in the
grip of one of the most severe droughts in its
history.

Thirteen international consortiums have
put in bids, and the government will chose
five of them by July, Salameh said.
Desalinating water is a major drain of energy,
and the companies must suggest how to run
the plant in Jordan, which does not have
major oil reserves. Last month Salameh told
AFP that Jordan needs about 1.3 billion cubic
meters of water per year.

But the quantities available are around
850 to 900 million cubic meters, with the
shortfall “due to low rainfall, global warming,
population growth and successive refugee
inflows”, he said. This year, the reserves of
key drinking water dams have reached criti-
cal levels, many now a third of their normal
capacity. — AFP 


